The SuperDeck Deck Finishing System is your premium choice for complete deck care solutions. SuperDeck’s full line of deck care products is perfect for restoring, waterproofing, stripping, cleaning, staining and sealing. Ideal for horizontal wood substrates, SuperDeck creates the impressive results your customers are looking for and the easy application and fast drying time you’re looking for.

CLEANING & RESTORING THE DECK

To select your pre-treatment options, determine if the deck has been previously stained or sealed. If not, determine if the deck is cedar or redwood, pressure-treated wood or composite, and look at the chart to find your ideal pre-treatment solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stain &amp; Sealer Remover</th>
<th>Revive™</th>
<th>Deck Wash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Great first step for previously coated decks, removing weathered latex stains, oil-based stains, toners, clear finishes and some solid color stains</td>
<td>• Restores the natural beauty and color of redwood, cedar and other resinous woods • Helps remove stains caused by dirt, mildew, algae, weathered wood, tannin extracts, nail bleed and mill glaze • Use on new or uncoated cedar, redwood or pressure-treated lumber and surfaces treated with Stain &amp; Sealer Remover</td>
<td>• Best for use on new or uncoated pressure-treated lumber or composite decking • Helps remove stains caused by dirt, mildew and algae to clean and renew weathered or pressure-treated wood and composite decking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUPERDECK IS THE MOST COMPLETE DECK CARE SYSTEM AVAILABLE.

SUPERDECK KEY BENEFITS

• Complete, reliable deck care system with clear, semi-transparent, semi-solid and solid color stains in waterborne and transparent and semi-transparent in oil-based formulations, plus products for surface preparation, stain/sealer removal, cleaning, restoring and waterproofing.

• Perfect for deck substrates, including new, uncoated, pressure-treated and weathered lumber, cedar and redwood.

• Long-lasting results, durability and adhesion.

• Available in a wide range of colors that complement the popular WoodScapes® stains for vertical wood surfaces — allowing a fully coordinated look.

IR REFLECTIVE STAINS KEEP THE SURFACE COOLER

• Available in three package colors in the Waterborne Semi-Solid Color and Solid Color stains.

• IR reflective technology contains pigments that reflect UV rays back into the atmosphere.

• Helps reduce exterior surface temperature of wood decks so they are cooler under foot compared to dark stain colors that are difficult to walk on.
To select your sealing and staining options, determine your desired finished appearance and consult the chart below. Keep in mind that protection and durability increase as opacity increases.

**ALSO AVAILABLE WITH IR REFLECTIVE TECHNOLOGY IN 3 COLORS:**
Helps reduce surface temperature — cooler to walk on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Waterborne Clear Deck Sealer</th>
<th>Oil-Based Transparent</th>
<th>Oil-Based Semi-Transparent Stain</th>
<th>Waterborne Semi-Transparent Stain</th>
<th>Waterborne Semi-Solid Stain</th>
<th>Waterborne Solid Color Stain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| FEATURES | • Allows wood to gray naturally  
• Repels water on new or weathered wood  
• Soap and water cleanup | • Provides lightly pigmented, “toned” appearance  
• Provides rich transparent appearance that highlights wood grain  
• Three-oil formula contains deep penetrating tung oil for lasting protection  
• Repels water on new or weathered wood  
• Solvent cleanup  
• One-coat-only coverage on most exterior woods | • Provides rich pigmented appearance, allows wood grain texture to show through  
• Repels water on new or weathered wood  
• Solvent cleanup  
• One-coat-only coverage on most exterior woods | • Advanced UV protection  
• Provides rich pigmented appearance, allows wood grain texture to show through  
• Repels water on new or weathered wood  
• Solvent cleanup  
• One-coat-only coverage on most exterior woods | • Provides rich pigmented appearance, allows some natural wood grain to show through  
• Repels water on new or weathered wood  
• Can be applied to damp or dry wood  
• Soap and water cleanup | • Provides durable, opaque protection  
• Protects new, weathered or previously stained wood and composite  
• Can be applied to damp or dry wood  
• Soap and water cleanup  
• ALSO AVAILABLE WITH COOL FEEL™ TECHNOLOGY* IN 20 COLORS: The color technology behind the Cool Feel™ palette will help reduce the surface temperature of your deck, making it cooler for family to walk on. |
| WATER REPELLENT | ★★★★ | ★★★★★ | ★★★★★ | ★★★★★ | ★★★★★ | ★★★★★ |
| OPACITY | Clear | Transparent | Semi-Transparent | Semi-Transparent | Semi-Solid | Solid |
| MILDEW RESISTANCE | ★★ | ★★ | ★★★ | ★★★★★ | ★★★★★ | ★★★★★ |
| FADE RESISTANCE | ★ | ★ | ★★★ | ★★★★★ | ★★★★★ | ★★★★★ |
| UV PROTECTION | ★ | ★ | ★★★ | ★★★★★ | ★★★★★ | ★★★★★ |
| DURABILITY | ★ | ★ | ★★★ | ★★★★★ | ★★★★★ | ★★★★★ |
| COLOR OPTIONS | Clear | 5 Tintable | Tintable | Tintable | Tintable | Tintable |

Final appearance is dependent upon wood type and color selected. ★ = Poor  | ★★★ = Good  | ★★★★ = Average  | ★★★★★ = Great  | ★★★★★★ = Excellent 

*Cool Feel™ technology helps reduce the surface temperature by up to 20°F when compared to conventional color technology.
ALL THE DECK PRODUCTS YOU NEED FOR SUPERB RESULTS. SATISFY CUSTOMERS AND EARN MORE REFERRALS.

SUPERDECK® LOG HOME & DECK STAIN

Achieve the appearance and weathering performance of a satin varnish with the ease of a stain. This formula offers exceptional water beading properties and UV inhibitors for premium results. Its semi-transparent look is ideal for new wood surfaces.

SUPERDECK® DECK & DOCK COATING

Smooth and fill rough or sound damaged surfaces with a high-build, flexible coating. Deliver maximum hide and resistance to algae and mildew as well as UV protection and lasting color.

SUPERDECK IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY A NAME YOU KNOW AND TRUST.

For over 150 years, Sherwin-Williams has provided contractors, builders, property managers, architects and designers with the trusted products they need to build their business and satisfy customers. The SuperDeck Deck Finishing System is just one more way we bring you industry-leading paint technology — innovation you can pass on to your customers.

Plus, with more than 4,300 stores and 2,700 sales representatives across North America, personal service and expert advice is always available near jobsites. Find out more about SuperDeck at your nearest Sherwin-Williams store, or to have a sales representative contact you, call 800-524-5979.
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